Boundary value problems with strongly singular solutions (we say that u is strongly singular if u / ∈ H 1 or the Dirichlet integral of u is divergent) occur in the physics of plasmas and gas discharges, nuclear physics and other fields of physics. In [1] a singular boundary value problem was investigated, for which a generalized (weak) solution in the Sobolev space H 1 (Ω) could not be defined, or did not have enough regularity. For example, it is well known that the generalized solution of the boundary value problem for an elliptic equation in a two-dimensional domain Ω with a boundary containing reentrant angles γ i (i = 1, 2, . . . , N ) belongs to the class
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In this paper we construct a scheme of the finite element method of high degree of accuracy for the boundary value problem with non-coordinated degeneration of input data and singularity of solution. The rate of convergence of an approximate solution of the proposed finite element method to the exact R ν -generalized solution in the weight set W 
